ROWS
A  John Deere invention that makes rows in gardens: 2 words
B  Soul food vegetables: 2 words
   Where people often unload on their neighbors: 2 words
C  Host of the 1986 TV special The Mystery of Al Capone’s Vaults: 2 words
   William and Harry, to Camilla
D  Churchill’s predecessor Failed to select: 2 words
E  Finish, as magazine copy: 3 words
   Kind of force found in a solar cell
F  Comic strip hero from Slumberland: 2 words
   Not straightforward
G  Allowing for future changes: Hyph.
   Cell feature that helps regulate heartbeat: Hyph.
H  2011, for example: 2 words
   Nestlé chocolate mint brand: 2 words
I  “Class dismissed” signals: 2 words
   Diner’s card: 3 words
J  Chub, for one
   Status lacked by a minor: 2 words
K  Don’t give up
   Going to conferences, e.g.: 2 words
L  Place for a “Welcome to...” sign: 2 words

LIGHT BLOOMS
Act like a klutz
Boneless piece of meat
Character with the funeral in Four Weddings and a Funeral
Coastline features
Cricket sounds
Equilibrium
Extremely small
Hobo with a Shotgun’s Hauer
In the wrong direction
Liquor-store purchase
More like a splatter film
Original Cabbage Patch Kids manufacturer
Poor musician’s problem, perhaps: 2 words
Surprisingly enough: 2 words

MEDIUM BLOOMS
Act as a replacement (for): 2 words
Black Swan actor Vincent
Categorize
Chew out

Do-over at the card table
Give new life to “Haste makes waste”, e.g.: 2 words
Hit on, in England: 2 words
Iron-recycling location
Light humor
President after Fillmore
Roy Rogers’s dog
Speed Stick maker, once
Travel trailer, e.g.

DARK BLOOMS
More plentiful
Movie composer André
Provide the topper for: 2 words
Repaired
Skimpy beachwear option
Stunning beauty
Unlikely to offend
Utter pandemonium
Went bad
Zeroes, in tennis slang